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INTRODUCTION

This reference guide is for Congolese coffee cooperatives who want to navigate the global coffee
marketplace better and grow their organizations.

Many working across the Congolese coffee industry aspire to reach a broader and more sustainable
global audience with their product. In support, Élan RDC and Higher Grounds Trading Co. (also one of
the founders of Saveur du Kivu) partnered with the leading coffee media company, Perfect Daily Grind
(PDG), to realize the DRC Coffee Market Orientation Guide. The partnership built this guide to help
producers deepen their understanding of end consumer's needs through buyers’ experience and
insights. This means producers are better equipped to deliver products that consumers want and buyers
buy.

During this guide’s development, the team captured hundreds of responses via broadcast surveys and
conducted over 25 one-on-one interviews with coffee roasters, importers, exporters, thought leaders,
and technical assistance providers who have direct experience trading coffee in the DRC. As a result, the
team recorded countless first-hand experiences and insights. Informant anonymity has been maintained
given the revealing nature of discussions and proprietary information shared in confidence.

This equips Congolese coffee cooperative leaders and producer members with general overviews of
Asian Pacific, European, Middle Eastern, and North American consumer coffee markets. Each overview
focuses on qualifying unique requirements, preferences, and expectations. This guide does not replace
comprehensive market reports and should not be used as a standalone decision-making tool. Instead,
the general market overviews provide a snapshot or quick point of reference. Further, the team
recognizes that there are many types of market distinctions, forms of market linkages, and producer-
buyer relationships. The following overviews are designed to be brief and general. 
 
Lastly, the Market Orientation Guide was developed alongside a user-friendly Cooperative Market
Engagement Process Map. Together, these tools serve as tangible reference points for Congolese coffee
producers. The team tested and revised content through a series of consultative sessions with buyers
and Congolese stakeholders at various stages. These consultations proved critically important to ensure
the final products responded to the needs and interests of those who inspired their creation—
Congolese coffee producers.
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ILLUSTRATIVE INTERPRETATION OF THE COFFEE SUPPLY CHAIN

https://www.elanrdc.com/
https://www.highergroundstrading.com/
http://www.saveurdukivu.org/
https://perfectdailygrind.com/
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Neumann Kaffee Gruppe (NKG) controls about 10% of the total coffee demand
internationally, with about 50 subsidiaries in 27 countries. NKG also owns several
other coffee enterprises, including Atlas Coffee Importers and InterAmerican
Coffee.

Olam Specialty Coffee functions under the Virunga Coffee Company name in DRC
with operations spanning North and South Kivu.

Volcafe Select, a Volcafe Group member that operates as ED&F Man ’s coffee
business, recently entered the Congolese market, expanding DRC offerings to roasters
worldwide.

In 2020, Nespresso announced DRC’s inclusion in its Reviving Origins program,
deepening ties to Congolese producers and increasing consumer access to some of
the country's rarest finds.

According to the International Coffee Organization (ICO), in 2019/2020,
Europe was the world’s largest coffee importing market (55 million
bags), followed by Asia Pacific (37 million bags), North America (31
million bags), South America (26.9 million bags), and the Middle East.

GENERAL MARKET OVERVIEW

MARKET SNAPSHOT

LEADING GLOBAL TRADERS ACTIVE IN DRC

According to the International Trade Centre (ITC), as of 2018, globally,
certified coffee (inclusive of Fairtrade, UTZ, Organic, 4C, Bird-Friendly,
etc.) covered an estimated average of 3 million hectares, which
represents nearly 30% of global coffee growth area (2020).

https://www.nkg.net/
https://www.atlascoffee.com/
https://www.interamericancoffee.com/
https://www.olamspecialtycoffee.com/
https://www.olamspecialtycoffee.com/mwdownloads/download/link/id/93/
https://volcafeselect.com/phocadownload/VolcafeSelect_SustainabilityBrochure_2020-new2.pdf
https://volcafespecialty.com/
https://nestle-nespresso.com/news/nespresso-invests-in-the-democratic-republic-of-congo
https://www.nespresso.com/us/en/reviving-origins-sustainable-coffee


PREVAILING TRENDS: 
THE BUYER’S TAKE

CERTIFICATION: The market for certified crops, especially organic, is significant. However, the
importance and value of any certifications vary from market to market. For instance, they
continue to rise in popularity in North America while they are less relevant to most Asian Pacific
markets. This is not static, and the sentiment is ever-changing. Buyers encourage producers and
cooperatives to understand the underlying assumptions, cost implications, commercial
potential and process when pursuing any certification.

PROCESSING & THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DRY MILL: To ensure coffee quality, a cooperative’s
responsibility extends beyond the farm and the washing station to the dry mill. Cooperatives
must be confident in the conditions of milling operations, equipment and processes —
all of which can greatly influence outcomes. While buyers are generally aware of the fees
charged by various mills, they share concerns about the dated state of several facilities, their
equipment and worker practices. 

DIFFERENTIATION & DIVERSIFICATION: Buyers express uniform interest in cooperatives that
demonstrate certification, quality control, systematized treatment/processing methods, and
proactively communicate with a clear story. However, differentiation is not defined exclusively by
these alone. Even more important are demonstrable efforts promoting greater equity and
inclusion along the supply chain. Buyers also recommend that cooperatives send multiple
samples of different qualities with detailed information on each coffee. This broadens the
importer’s or roaster’s exposure to the producer’s breadth of offering.

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION: Many buyers prefer to purchase coffee from importers
(and, by extension, cooperatives) with whom they already maintain relationships as they are
already fluent in their respective regulations, requirements and expectations. That said,
importers and roasters enthusiastically welcome new relationships. Trust and transparency
are essential for forging and maintaining positive, long-lasting relationships with new and
returning buyers. From regular progress reports to impromptu updates, buyers prioritize
cooperatives who are consistent, proactive, forthcoming and thorough when
communicating. Further, as COVID-19 rapidly changed consumer behaviour across the coffee
landscape, such as accelerated e-commerce demand, buyers turn to book coffee from who
clearly, completely, and timely communicates and they can rely on. 

LOGISTICS AND TIMING: Buyers are either aware or strongly feel (through experience) that
Congolese exports are commonly unnecessarily delayed. Every time a coffee shipment is
delayed, it risks the condition, quality and timeliness of arrivals. Mindful of regulatory, process
and transport-related complexities, in an attempt to better forecast coffee arrivals and prolong
“shelf life,” several buyers state that they commonly embed stricter treatment, packing, handling,
storage, moisture and water activity protocols to mitigate loss, degradation and delays for
Congolese contracts. Buyers urge cooperatives to control what they can.  Inconsistency
and poor quality are the leading cause for rejections which buyers genuinely feel can be
managed by ensuring proper drying, handling, storage and packing practices. 
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COMMONLY HELD STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS: Irrespective of the market, importing
coffee can be a bureaucratic, time-consuming and costly process. Health and safety protocols,
documentation, and marking and packaging requirements vary greatly from country to country.
Similarly, origin and import inspection processes differ widely from market to market. However,
citing regulations and logistics, a diverse group of buyers expressed that they experience a
much clearer, transparent and consistent process when sourcing from neighbouring markets
(e.g., Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi) than from DRC. While agreements
commonly outline terms and conditions unique to the importing market, both cooperatives and
exporters should regularly check with partners to ensure compliance, avoid customs delays or
rejections, and a smooth process for buyers.

GENERAL CONSENSUS AMONG BUYERS:
Congolese coffee has improved considerably in recent years and continues to improve.
Congolese coffee exhibits enormous potential for geographic growth, diversification and
marketability.
Further development of cooperative systems will support the quality and scalability of
Congolese specialty coffee.
“When Congolese coffee is good, it is really good!”
Congolese coffee is ideal for featuring in blends and as single origin.
The prevalence of potato defect among Congolese coffees is far less than other neighbouring
countries within the region.
The seasonality of Congolese coffee is shifting — transitioning towards an origin with year-
round availability.
It is exciting to see the increased range of sensory characteristics across eastern Congo’s
coffee cultivation sub-regions as cooperatives grow and develop their infrastructure.
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Most respondents prioritized reliable supply, noting the importance of high-quality production
paired with proper drying and storage, followed by efficient transport. In 2018, The European Union
accounted for about a third of global coffee consumption, with Germany accounting for over a
quarter of European consumption. Other large consuming markets include Poland, Spain, and the
Netherlands.
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EUROPE

1.3%
about

INTRODUCTION

Coffee consumption in Europe

has grown annually by

from

38
million
bags

in 1990/1991

to an

estimated

55
million
bags

in 2019/2020

(ICO, 2021)

European
Union Germany Poland Spain Netherlands

Arabica
66.7%

Robusta
33.3%

Surveys and interviews revealed that European
buyers’ primary origins are, in order, Brazil,
Vietnam, Honduras, Colombia, Uganda, India,
Peru, Ethiopia, and Indonesia. Several roasters
expressed interest in East African countries to
satisfy needs for both single origin and blends.
Burundi, Ethiopia, and Kenya were the top origins
mentioned. About one-third of the total green
coffee imported to Europe is Robusta; the other
two-thirds are Arabica.

GENERAL REGIONAL MARKET
OVERVIEWS

https://www.cbi.eu/market-information/coffee/buyer-requirements


Coffee must meet EU standards related to food safety, traceability, hygiene, and control.
Requirements can be found here. Note that countries on the border of Europe, i.e., Russia, have
different regulations that require further review.
Several importers noted that as of January 2021, any organic coffee destined for England,
Scotland and Wales must first communicate a GB COI (certificate of inspection), an additional
documentation measure.

Consistent quality is a key point for European roasters.
Communication and strong relationships are essential.
EU buyers are more price-conscious than buyers in Asia or the Middle East but noted that DRC
coffees are “novel and exciting,” which adds value for roasters. They are willing to spend more if
the quality and communication warrant it.
The European market is grounded in certification, namely, UTZ, Organic, Fairtrade, or variations.
While volumes are lower, specialty buyers expressed that, beyond the origin, unique qualifiers of
increasing importance included women’s empowerment (i.e., cafe femme or gender-sensitive
coffees) and environmental conservation.

STANDARDS & REGULATION 

EXPECTATIONS & PREFERENCES
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EUROPE

https://www.cbi.eu/market-information/coffee/buyer-requirements


MARKET PERSPECTIVE & EXPERIENCE WITH DRC
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Suggestions for Improvement

Address drying issues and quality control to avoid defects.

Improve packaging quality, i.e., use of Grain Pro and secure closures.

Provide readily available information regarding production, processing

methods, cooperative profiles and more. 

Communicate more clearly and increase transparency.

Government and industry need to review the processes in place to make it

easier for buyers to visit the region, sending a strong signal to buyers that

the Congolese government is “open for business” and supports a

transparent and competitive coffee sector.

NOTED CHALLENGES

POSITIVE FEEDBACK

Safety concerns, i.e., the ability of buyers to
enter the country; poor reputation regarding
security
“Red tape” and elevated fees make DRC one of
the most challenging origins for buyers to visit
Poor communication and lack of transparency
Inconsistent quality, defects
Difficulty in building relationships with
cooperatives
Poor warehouse conditions
Lack of traceability

Quality has improved over the last
few years thanks to investment from
multinationals, policy reforms and
government support, sweeping
technical assistance programs, and
most importantly, the effort put
forward by Congolese producers.
The “novelty” aspect of sourcing from
DRC represents a positive marketing
opportunity.

EUROPE
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High value is placed on trust and transparency between sellers and suppliers.
Most Chinese buyers are importers, not roasters.
In Japan, loyalty, exclusivity and long-standing relationships take precedence. 
Interviews with buyers from various countries remarked that in South Korea, buyers contract
larger volumes and maintain a more accessible market compared to others in the region.
Preferences vary greatly between countries in terms of roast level, processing methods, and
beverage preparation.

EXPECTATIONS & PREFERENCES 

INTRODUCTION

Asia-Pacific is the fastest-growing market in coffee
consumption, with Japan leading the market in importing
volume. Third-wave cafes are growing due to Western
European and American influence, and consumers seek a
more personalized coffee experience.

Interviews with buyers throughout the region revealed
that the most common origin for specialty coffee buyers is
Central America (Panama, Guatemala, Honduras). Among
African coffees, respondents specified preferences for
Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, and especially Ethiopia. Buyers
prefer unique coffees and new processing/fermentation
methods.

Exporters and origin-based operators should conduct
detailed assessments of target destinations for their
product, beyond a general understanding of country-
specific certifications such as the Japanese Agricultural
Standard (JAS).

STANDARDS & REGULATION

Pre Shipment Samples (PSS) are required for contracts (SAS — Subject to Approval of Sample).
Importing is very bureaucratic (e.g., extensive import documentation, sanitary regulations, rules
restricting where roasting can be done).

ASIA PACIFIC



MARKET PERSPECTIVE & EXPERIENCE WITH DRC
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Suggestions for Improvement

Set up a system for engaging with exporters and cooperatives to request

samples and secure lots.

Improve coordination between Congolese associations to effectively

promote the country and consistently demonstrate that it is a reliable and

business-friendly origin.

NOTED CHALLENGES

POSITIVE FEEDBACK

Lack of awareness about DRC as an origin
Concerns around logistics (e.g., transport
delays due to poor infrastructure or insecurity,
limited reliable transporters during peak
periods, formal and informal tax and
administrative roadblocks)
Lack of transparency among Congolese
operators (e.g., cooperatives, exporters,
associations and regulators)
Unaware of any Congolese associations,
government agencies or mechanisms in place
to facilitate connections

Respondents noted that high-quality
DRC lots are difficult to find, but the
available ones they have secured are
superb.
“DRC exhibits tremendous potential
to produce excellent coffees.”
There is growing interest in
discovering new coffees, and DRC is
high on the list among buyers.

ASIA PACIFIC
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Surveys and interviews suggest that US buyers’ most popular origins are Brazil, Colombia, Ethiopia,
Guatemala, and Indonesia. Interest in certifications is growing, especially for Fairtrade,
UTZ/Rainforest Alliance, and organic certified coffees, particularly throughout the supermarket
segment. Quality is a focus, but increasingly, buyers are attracted to sustainability and
transparency.

Buyers like to know about the positive impacts their purchases have on the environment and the
individuals working along the supply chain. Stories of community development and increased equity
can be very compelling; North American coffee drinkers place a high value on their ability to feel
connected to coffee cooperatives.

were consumed in

North America.

INTRODUCTION

NORTH AMERICA

The International

Coffee Association

reports that in 2019

32
million
bags
(60kg)

28 million
to the US

4 million
to Canada



The US Food & Drug Administration (FDA) and the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) have
strict safety, prevention, and inspection protocols regarding coffee being received at US ports.
Take careful note of the shipping requirements provided to you by each importer and follow
them impeccably; regulations may be slightly different depending on the specific channels your
product will move through.

Buyers are interested in forming long-term, strong relationships with exporters and
cooperatives.
Sustainability, traceability and good production practices are weighted heavily throughout the
strategy development, decision-making and forecasting processes.
Buyers express great interest in social impact programs that seek to advance coffee cooperative
interests.
The North American coffee market is exceptionally competitive and price-sensitive.
Respondents noted interest in receiving multiple samples from each producer/cooperative,
labelled in detail. 
Many importers expressed great interest in getting “more and different types of Congolese
coffee out there” (i.e., K3 and K4 offerings that could be sent as additional samples to help the
buyer better understand the breadth of your cooperative’s offerings).

STANDARDS & REGULATION

EXPECTATIONS & PREFERENCES
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NORTH AMERICA



MARKET PERSPECTIVE & EXPERIENCE WITH DRC
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Suggestions for Improvement

Communication needs to improve. While there are few pathways to

overcome language barriers, buyers would like cooperatives to control

what they can (e.g., be proactive and detailed in your communications).

Cooperatives should be more involved in the exporting process and

demonstrate a better understanding of what happens to their product when

it leaves the farm.

Cooperatives should consider creative ways to target and connect with

buyers in the Middle East, given that very few are aware of or have tapped

into Congolese specialty coffee.

Keep working towards higher quality but do not promise what cannot be

delivered; be realistic.

NOTED CHALLENGES

POSITIVE FEEDBACK

Past crop/faded flavours and potato defect
Slow shipments and challenging logistics
Poor drying and storage/warehousing practices
Inconsistencies between the coffees sampled
and those that were shipped
Challenging to communicate due to language
barriers
Incomplete or unanswered responses to
decision-making questions and requests. 
Lack of transparency and traceability

Several importers and roasters
noted positive experiences with
North and South Kivu cooperatives.
Highlights of these healthy
relationships include the
cooperatives’ organization,
leadership, communication, and
motivation to move coffee quickly.

NORTH AMERICA



Driven by consumer demand and regulations targeting sugary soft drinks with steep excise taxes,
the Middle Eastern coffee market is expanding rapidly. In addition, demographic shifts are expected
to drive regional market growth.

In 2019, the Dubai Multi Commodities Centre (DMCC) inaugurated the DMCC Coffee Centre, a
services and logistics hub that centralizes warehousing, green coffee processing, roasting, and
packing. As a result, the DMCC is strategically positioned to serve as a primary channel for coffees
originating from anywhere in the world.

Middle Eastern regions rely mostly on coffees from Brazil, Colombia, and Ethiopia, though several
respondents noted intentions to increase sourcing from East Africa’s Great Lakes region. In
particular, there is a growing demand for East African dry-processed coffees.
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MIDDLE EAST

42.8%
Between 2002 and 2018,

coffee imports rose by in Saudi Arabia

192.8% in Turkey

249% in United Arab Emirates (UAE)

INTRODUCTION

https://www.cbi.eu/market-information/coffee/buyer-requirements


UAE (Dubai) is the most common and cost-effective gateway to the Middle East. Upon arrival,
coffees are redistributed to other countries, including Bahrain, Oman, and Saudi Arabia.
UAE has distinct importing guidelines, which can be obtained on the Ministry of Economy’s
website.
It is recommended to partner with established multinational importers for assistance with the
origin country’s Free on Board (FOB) instead of working independently.
Bags must be correctly labelled with a non-removable, bilingual Arabic label.

GrainPro or equivalent sturdy bags are required for storage and transit.
Customs may open samples, so re-sealable bags are key for avoiding spillage.
There is high interest in natural processed coffees, and full-bodied washed coffees with lower
acidity.

STANDARDS & REGULATION

EXPECTATIONS & PREFERENCES
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MIDDLE EAST

https://www.economy.gov.ae/Publications/UAE%20Imports%20and%20Exports%20Guide.pdf


MARKET PERSPECTIVE & EXPERIENCE WITH DRC
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Suggestions for Improvement

Consult with buyers, partners or market-specific information to ensure that

you can meet all local import requirements.

Label and seal bags correctly.

Provide details about each coffee, the cooperative, sustainability notes, and

social impact programs to the buyers.

NOTED CHALLENGES

POSITIVE FEEDBACK

Logistics with DRC are challenging (e.g., poor
infrastructure, insecurity, formal and informal
tax and administrative burden), so many buyers
choose coffees from Rwanda or Burundi, where
logistics are simpler.
Perception of elevated prices, sourcing costs
and difficulty gathering information and
documentation.
Concern regarding operational efficiency and
consistency from the ageing integrity of dry mill
facilities.

“Congolese coffee is good. It has
demonstrated that the quality is
there and the potential to scale this
is real.”
Some buyers have had great success
and noticed an increased interest in
Congolese sundried offerings.

MIDDLE EAST



Access to Information and Proactive Communication: Buyers purchase coffee when conditions
are right and only after they have all of the information required to make an informed decision. For
years, buyers have lamented the state of access and reliability of Congolese coffee statistics and
market information. Interviews reveal that both still not consistently available and unreliable.
Improving the information gap and harmonizing Congolese coffee industry marketing efforts are
best addressed by sector leadership. However, cooperatives are positioned well to improve buyer
access to basic information regarding your cooperative, your coffee, and what sets you apart from
your competition. No matter how long your cooperative has been operating, at minimum, your
cooperative needs to be prepared to share a profile detailing the most commonly requested
information (e.g., location, altitude, zonal characteristics, membership, years in operation, historical
production volume, certifications held, processing methods, social programs, etc.). In addition, when
qualifying your coffees and negotiating contract terms, your proactive, transparent and
comprehensive communications will benefit your supplier-buyer relationship and influence
outcomes.

Take Pride in Your Work: The world of specialty coffee is wide, diverse, and full of generous
people who love what they do. Any path you take--agriculture, processing, packaging, logistics,
roasting, preparation—will lead to even more learning opportunities and relationships. As a farmer,
you may live thousands of miles from the individuals who will drink your coffee, but your work
connects you to this broad and beautiful world. When we are open to learning new things, our
work in coffee becomes even more meaningful and rewarding.

Diversify Sources of Information: The content and figures in this guide will fluctuate. As you seek
to deepen your understanding and connections with the coffee market, you should look beyond
this “starter” resource to diversify the source and depth of information you consume. Other great
sources to turn to include coffee trade press outlets and industry associations. Below is a sample of
media outlets and industry groups that frequently publish stories regarding market developments
and other useful information.
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CONCLUSIONS: A NOTE TO
COFFEE COOPERATIVES
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RESOURCES & LINKS
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Founded in 2002, Higher Grounds Trading Co. is a US-based coffee
roaster and certified B Corporation, roasting 182 metric tonnes of
specialty coffee per annum. Higher Grounds distributes online and
across various outlets including Costco Wholesale, Meijer, Whole
Foods, and more.

Higher Grounds founded On the Ground Global, a non-profit
organization providing community-based programs targeting gender
and social equity, environmental sustainability, and economic security
in coffee regions. Higher Grounds also co-founded Saveur du Kivu,
DRC’s premier specialty coffee cupping event and supply chain forum. 

PDG is a world-leading coffee publication that publishes content in
English, Spanish, and Portuguese. It received more than 8 million
page views in 2020.

With full-time staff all around the world (Europe, the Americas and
Africa), PDG leverages its social media channels and trilingual
publication to reach more than 2 million supply chain professionals
every single day. Extended services offered by the PDG Media Group
include value-chain consultancy and digital marketing services
through the publication's sister agency, PDG Media. Previous clients
include the United Nations, World Bank, The National Federation of
Coffee Growers of Colombia, and more.

Alongside this, the PDG Media Group also organises and manages
the annual Producer & Roaster Forum. PRF is hosted in a different
coffee-producing country every year to promote dialogue between
coffee producers, buyers, and roasters, with the aim of driving green
coffee sales. In April 2021, the fourth edition of the event attracted
more than 100 international roasters and over 1,000 coffee
producers.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Élan RDC is a private sector development
programme, which aims to improve the way markets   
work in the DRC. This phase of the programme is
intended to increase the incomes of at least  100,000
poor people in each year of operation. Élan RDC
partners with and provides expertise to  market
actors, such as businesses, financial institutions and
industry associations, to design,  introduce and scale-
up innovative and sustainable changes in business
practice that will build a more efficient and inclusive
economy.



The authors welcome questions, comments and notifications
on errors which can be directed to: 
Higher Grounds (hello@highergroundstrading.com) or 
Élan RDC (info@elanrdc.com). 


